Taking a free drink of water from a
fountain in Rome, filling up a jug at a
decentralized private water filling
station in Accra, or pumping groundwater
from Jakarta. Water shows us the
multiplicity of futures in a single
glass.
Water is a critical signal and entry
point to seeing different windows of the
future around the world. Water's
relationship with any object on this
earth and in space can be like examining
a million different scenarios based on
the signal of water. From the macro, the
fractalization of scenarios can be
driven down to infinite granularities
and then extends on the relationship of
time to scale to what trend or future
you want to see.

The fall of Rome rests on its water table
just as Jakarta is already falling due to
its water mismanagement engendered by its
colonial masters. Ancient utopic empire
versus dystopic ruins of the
plantationence into late capitalism
concerning water.
From a lay perspective, the complexity of
water management is mind-boggling. Jakarta
and much of the world have been pumping
out all its groundwater. Due to urban
development, these aquafers cannot
replenish themselves. Over time, the earth
will sink; this, coupled with other macro
systems like sea-level rise, is a recipe
for disaster. The chaos of the system does
not forgive linearity in approach.
Jakarta's water problem encompasses
ancient history, colonial history, modern
nation-building, geologic time, political
stakeholders, millions of inhabitants,
weather systems, private real estate
developers, industrial runoff, ecosystem
health, global warming, etc. There is
little to no hope when we look at the
situation of Jakarta.

Just as we look to other places in the world
where water is shaping our world. Shifting
aridity lines create food shortages that
increase instability, leading to war,
famine, and other disasters. Climate
refugees are increasing, whether rising sea
levels or water shortage and miss
management.
Bottled water futures is the easiest thing
to imagine. Hyper commodification creates so
many different types of waters that match
"who we are"; raw, basic, luxurious. 300
dollars per liter of water from a well in
Tuscany.

The shortcomings of our water ideals as
human rights wither away as the Mekong
Delta Conference cracks under Chinese
pressure. Damning upstream creates
resource tensions, not hard nor soft;
domination commands those downstream to
obey. Hydro politics in public and
private sectors are among the few
threads that tie things together, but
things can unravel at an instance.
Global population rise combined with
macro instability in weather, economy,
and the government is a recipe for
continued chaos. However, we can
continue to dream that we will be able

to 'tech' out of this problem and create
enough distributed purification technologies
to combat macro shortages of potable water by
harvesting non-potable. Privatized
decentralized distribution models step in
where public infrastructure falls short; 1
Piso per cup of water is a common sight on
the street in the Philippines. A piso water
dispenser is a common sight at many corner
stores. This trend can be mapped to India and
across Africa. Different forms of the 'Piso
water dispenser' have mapped over the
universal need for potable water.
A citadel, an island in the sea, once
depended on water from the peninsula,
beholden to water pipelines that are the
lifeblood to the city. If these lines were to
fall, so would this city—utopic ideals of
progressive water catchment to residential
zoning and building code laws. The required
use of aeration filters across the city cuts
the general population's water consumption by
20%—investment in wastewater regeneration and
desalinization plants linked by a network of
strategic natural and man-made reservoirs.
However, this city-state is an anomaly, a
potential future those without water could

hope for. Still, it remains to be seen if
this future will diffuse. The price to pay to
enter the citadel is unattainable by most in
this world.
The continued financialization of water is
one of the only ways forward as the markets
create water investment products as
megacities are beholden to the aquafers
themselves and those who own those aquafers
that are beholden to climatic results.
Hopefully, those who own these critical
resources invest in technologies that aid in
the conservation and regeneration of water.
That is what many people hope for when they
invest in a water exchange-traded fund. The
markets will encourage water optimization,
but in the inefficiencies of the markets,

there will be those who will be punished
by this optimization, not necessarily bad
actors but those who will be priced out of
water: a family, a farm, a business, a
town, village, city, a country. The scale
of water in multiple dimensions of time,
space, and connectivity is bigger than
anything we as humans could ever relate
to.
The rise of water in various markets, from
global international water sales to stock
markets betting on an axis of scarcity and
abundance against technological innovation
and geopolitical strife along another axis
of time. A different glass of water, a
different future; which future diffuses
across the world the fastest controls the
equilibrium of our world.

